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the work promotes in Sales, he’s keen to point out that he
still finds it a blast. “Doing the blueberries and working
the farm is possibly the most fun I’ve ever had,” he says.
I personally find it particularly satisfying that the Sales’
annual harvest of around five thousand pounds of
organic berries is destined for local consumption. “All
our blueberries are sold directly to people on the Island.
They’ve gone to Victoria, Cortez Island and Vancouver,”
he explains. Demand dictates there’s something truly
special about them. “We can’t grow enough to keep our
customers happy,” he tells me. “They’re very popular
because folks say they’re the biggest, sweetest blueberries
anywhere!” I’m presuming that this is because they’re
“made out of moonlight…and fed by the powdered sugar
of the clouds,” as Sales reveals in his jaunty song My
Trade Is Raising Blueberries! That they’re “pesticide-free
and farmed with love and very positive vibes” will also
have much to do with it, of course.
Regardless of Sales’ burgeoning reputation as the
producer of the juiciest blueberries this side of the
Fraser Valley, it’s his career in music for which he is,
at least for now, most famed. My undying love for all
things blueberry aside, it was this I was most keen to
discuss with him, especially as Sales worked with and
was close to a major musical inspiration of mine – the
late, extremely great guitarist and composer John Fahey
(1939-2001).
For the benefit of the uninitiated, Fahey was responsible
for the invention of a guitar picking style that, partly
in reference to the fact he was self-taught, has become
known as “American Primitive.” In fusing traditional
folk and blues to classical, avant garde and world music,
Fahey has influenced countless musicians, including
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feel privileged to have interviewed some fascinating individuals down the
years. Learning about their lives, what makes them tick and how they may
view this or that has always been a part of my job I thoroughly enjoy. There
have been occasions when I’ve had a fair idea what to expect of a subject and
others when I’ve been pleasantly surprised or, deliciously, party to a revelation
or two. Rarely, however, have I encountered anyone quite like Richard Sales.
In providing me with such entrancing responses to my probing, he’s the
journalist’s dream, making it a breeze to produce decent copy. It’s feasible in
fact that if I simply laid out his florid answers before you, unembellished in any
way by words of my own, you’d still be royally entertained. It’s a shame I’m
forced to truncate all he related, but you’ll enjoy what remains - his wisdom,
humanity and spirituality shining blindingly through.
A lifetime in the creation and production of music continues apace for Richard
Sales, but since 2003 he and his wife Joanne have also been working the soil
at their Blueberry Fields Farm near Qualicum Beach. Their days in the fields
have a powerful effect upon him: “Farming is a physical, grounding event for
me,” he begins. “Working with the earth is literally grounding. It’s like all the
excess current running through me drains into the earth. It’s a time when I feel a
profound and deep calm, much like meditation.” Despite the spiritual well-being


Sales himself. An artist who inspires slavish devotion
as a genuine innovator, his disciples span the musical
spectrum from tender young folkies and guitar students
the world over, to revered contemporary musicians such
as Devendra Banhart, Sufjan Stevens, Sonic Youth and
M.Ward.
Sales holds his departed friend in high regard,
proclaiming: “John Fahey was a real artist. Real artists
are so very, very rare and precious. He was crazy as the
wind, but a real pioneer. He single-handedly invented
the style of guitar that so many people play nowadays.
Almost every finger-picking guitarist owes John a bow.
(He was) a truly creative human of the highest order.”
Lofty praise indeed, but understandable when considering
that in the year Sales purchased the blueberry farm,
Fahey was placed by Rolling Stone magazine at # 35 in
their Top 100 Guitarists of All Time – forty-eight places
above Neil Young, incidentally. Sales’ own guitar style
developed as a consequence of his association with
Fahey. His playing rings with clarity and atmospheric
beauty, allowing the room for songs to breathe – qualities
of delivery certainly not lost on this listener.
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Forty-two years back, Sales began writing
songs and acoustic instrumentals. Including
the aforementioned ode to blueberry
farming, he estimates the total composed
as now exceeding one thousand. There
are his ‘Inner’ songs – contemplative,
pretty and gentle; the bouncier up-tempo
numbers he tags as ‘Outer’, and ‘In Orbit’
for the “sillier” stuff as ‘Grand-pappy
Twice’. Across the styles I hear echoes of
such as Kinky Friedman, Dr. John, Jerry
Garcia, Randy Newman and the criminally
oft-overlooked bluegrass maverick John
Hartford. Blues, country and folk music all
colour Sales’ compositions and are a joy to
behold. I see little reason, actually, why his
material shouldn’t receive the same plaudits
as that of the similarly free-spirited Michael
Hurley, an artist who at sixty-six years-old
has found an unexpected new audience as
a consequence of championing by leading
figures of the ‘freak folk’ fraternity. (In plain
English, the cool kids dig him!)
Sales sees music as his direct route to a
higher plain. “Music? Music is my spiritual
path,” he told me bluntly. “It’s how I talk
with God and vice versa. It’s a very mystical
discipline that forces me to look at my
whole self and continually dive deeper and
deeper to find new connections…to sing the
unspeakable.”
He considers his instruments as friends and
spiritual teachers, referring to guitars as
“flying machines.” I asked him why this is,
only to be informed: “I get on ‘em at night
and take magic carpet rides into the ether
and beyond. Guitars are rockets to heaven!”
Of songwriting, he says: “My intention has
remained the same – to raise our hearts and
minds above Wal-Mart and The Enquirer,
to deepen our experience of life. I believe
that is the purpose of art.” Profound and
beautiful words, I feel.

“The Beatles and Bob Dylan are very high
on the list,” Sales says of other musical
inspirations. “Then there’s a whole pantheon
behind that. I love so much music. Any
music that’s real and honest and more ‘show’
than ‘tell’; songs where the writer really
dives inside to find new ways of saying
things, rather than being prosaic…‘Oh, I’m
so unhappy tonight because the world is
such a mean place.’ Gimme a break! I’m
snoring!” For the record, I simply cannot
read this quote without smiling.
Founded near Washington, D.C. in 1981,
now sited snugly within the farm, Sales’
Glasswing Studios has recorded hundreds
of artists of every musical persuasion, most
often with the boss as engineer or producer.
His client list is dazzling, ranging from his
rising star daughter, Hayley (as profiled in
The Beacon last August), to The Grateful
Dead, One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest
author Ken Kesey and jazz colossus Miles
Davis. (He describes the latter as “very
strange” but like Fahey, “a real artist.”)
Current projects, however, focus clearly
on Sales’ local community, like the
collaboration with The Beacon’s own Linda
Tenney, Sharon Waugh and Rita Levitz
on a historical tourism DVD/CD set about
Lighthouse Country. “I’m writing music for
their DVD, and supplying sound effects,”
he confirms. “That’s how I made my living
back in the States for about fifteen years
– writing music for folks like NPR, PBS and
musical theatre.”
Working with his wife, Sales is also
presenting what he feels should be termed
“Contextual Theatre” productions at the
Blue Cottage on their farm. Excitedly
considering these unique events as “the peak
of (his) own personal creative life so far,”
Sales goes on to say: “It’s really cool! It’s
totally new! Joanne is an award-winning
writer, a very deep, profound thinker…and

simultaneously silly person! After being
together for over forty years, we are very
similar, only I have a guitar in my hand. So
together we create an immersive experience,
a crazy baptism of sorts. Our first event was
called ‘Weird’ and the next is called ‘Why Is
Superman Snorting Kryptonite?’” To which
I say, why indeed?
I could happily continue for several more
pages about the life and work of the
extraordinary Richard Sales, but space
dictates I must reel in that desire. There is
one thought I must leave you with, though.
While he may have worked with some of the
greatest musical minds ever – a professional
situation lesser mortals would find all too
easy to exploit – he is, at the end of the day,
simply an ordinary family man and proud
father.
Of the genii you’ve worked with, I asked,
who was it that gave you the biggest thrill?
“Working with Hayley excites me the most,”
he replied. “Hayley’s the best.” ~
Find out more at:
www.richardsales.com • www.glasswing.com
www.blueberryfieldsfarm.com
www.hayleysales.com
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